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Call the $4000 repairer. When he arrives, he'll get his laptop out so repair whatever's broken. While he's doing that, go into construction and buy the mode and sell your laptop and you'll get $40. The repairer will not notice and will leave when he is finished. Catch LT on aging without spending money and select the person you want to grow faster, a menu will
pop up and give you some options: add to the active family (only if they're not in the family) and trigger the age transition. Trigger age transition without havin to spend any money and click on clock and your SIM age. How fast for ages if you get a birthday cake and it's not your birthday you can still age. A day later you can do it again. You don't need to change
anything just buy a birthday cake and blow up candles. Yes, it's so easy. Free pizza you call for a pizza and leave the person waiting. After a while, the deliverer will leave the person placing the pizza down. You won't have to pay for pizza and, unless you leave it alone it will never go bad. Want baby signs twins or even three? Then watch kids channel on TV or
listen to kids music station on stereo! Doing either activity slightly increases the chance for twins or three! Doing both at the same time actually improves the chances of having twins or three! Gender. Want a boy or a girl? To be a boy. Eat three apples during pregnancy to increase the chances of having a baby boy! Now if you want a girl! Eat three
watermelons during pregnancy to increase the chances of having a baby girl! Most money making work in high parts of business career you can hold meetings and each you repeat $750 it keeps holding meetings to make money at a fast pace and you can hold multiple meetings per-game day. Hoarding pizza is a sim call for pizza. Do not accept pizza when
pizza delivery comes in. The delivery man will eventually leave the pizza on the front porch, and it will never get stale. You can pile up there as many pizzas as you want. If your SIM is hungry, just ask them to take pizza from the front porch. Create funny faces is a mess in-a-sim mode that allows you to create very funny faces. Go to the face designing area.
Select a face part such as eyes, and maximize all sliders one way or the other out. Then, go to a different face part, and select one of the pressigned parts. Return to the eyes. The sliders will reset in the middle, but the eyes will still look the same. It works for tabs that accommodate all faces. You can then continue and repeat the size of the eyes. You can
make the eyes the size of dinner plates, very long cheekbones, huge noses, and more. An empty plate in a sim list to get rid of dirty recipes So drag it to sell. You won't get any money, but if your SIM doesn't have a dish washer, it is Quick and efficient way to get rid of dirty recipes. Duck time buy Duckworth of Moodlet Bathington, and place it in your bathtub.
When a SIM takes bath, they'll get duck-time moodlets which result in a +15 boost for four hours. Put down the stairs on a new lot to reduce the terrain building a basement. Go under the first one, and miss out a tile, then put down another ladder. Repeat it again three staircases. Remove the stairs. Use level terrain tool to level the terrain from the lowest tile.
Set it as big or small as you want. Using straight line wall equipment, build walls around this hole so there are walls pressed against the hills. Build up the room so it covers the entire basement. cover around the house with foundation equipment; All slopes should be covered. Place a tile in the top floor, then build a staircase under the basement. Create two or
more foundation blocks in front of the house, and place them leading ladders. Create a stylized still life after unlocking fantastic paintings or masterpieces. Choose Genius, and make it into the largest frame possible. Now you will have a better chance to get a magnificent painting or masterpiece. Learning all guitar songs from books has reached your SIM
guitar skill level 5. Their list is a Level 5 book, click on the guitar, then select the new song to learn it. After reaching guitar skill level 6, do the same thing with a Level 6 book. Repeat this process until the SIM guitar skill level reaches 10, and all the songs they teach will be known. New clothes to get new clothes you must first buy a dresser from the buy option.
Once there, click Plan Organization. You can put a total of three different clothes for each type (formal, every day, athletic, etc.). Easy cooking, fishing, and gardening skills This trick requires a TV with a cooking, fishing, or gardening channel and a video game system. Sit down a sim and watch television. Switch the TV to one of the previously mentioned
channels so that the SIM can start earning your skill point. Then, a second sim is over and start playing video games. Note that although tv video game is displaying, the first SIM is still the skill meter above their heads. Let this SIM sit until they decide to do another activity of their own. After that, skill meters should stay above their heads until you start another
cooking, fishing, or gardening skills activity. As an added bonus, you can train two skill points at once. For example, will continue to work out and increase both athletic and cooking skills. If you keep repeating the steps until each skill channel has been seen, Sim will learn three skills as he or she goes about his daily life, and keep four when doing skills Free
bookcase skills Buy a bookcase, then start studying your SIM. Obstruct the action so that the book can be kept on the ground. Sell bookcases. The book now does everything the book cupboard can be done for free. The growing possibility for baby boys is to eat apples to increase the likelihood of a pregnant woman sim being a boy. Growing chances for
baby girls to increase the chances of a pregnant woman sim being a girl eat watermelon. Increasing chances for many children to increase the likelihood of having twins or three, one or both parents have the lifetime reward of fertility treatment. Ghost Baby set Kleptomaniac one of the symptoms of his female sim. Go to the cemetery, and sim male remains is
stolen. The other day, after placing the male in his home, the ghost will appear at 11:00 a.m.m. And disappear at 4:00 p.m..m. It will appear every other day. It appears to socialize with ghosts every night. When you become best friends with ghosts, it will start to appear every night. Get fertility reward. Confess your fascination with ghosts. Ask to snuggle up to
bed, and kiss him. Try for a baby every night until you start throwing. Now you will have a ghost child that you can control. Go to ghost cemetery at home, click on all tombstones, and carry all possible tombstones. Return to your home, and place them somewhere in your backyard. You now have a 70% chance of a ghost or two, or even a whole party of
ghosts visiting your home every night. To improve your chances, write in epitaph Lie here [Sim's name], one which returns. Go to the pleasant relaxing cemetery to avoid death. Near the gate is a bush called death flower bush. Harvest the flower from it, and place it in your SIM inventory. If you die, that sim will flower to the serious reaper and be revived.
Although the flowers won't reappear there, if your SIM level is 7 gardening, they can plant unknown special seeds found in the cemetery and some other places that have a chance to grow as death flowers. Note: Having a green thumb characteristic to revive the plant can help. To change your name easily, go to the map, and find City Hall. This should give
you the option to change your name during the day between 8:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m. Monday to Friday. Saving money no matter how often you use an object, if you do it the same day you sell it you can get all your money back. If your SIM is bad and needs body points or something, keep buying a body machine and selling it back to get a refund of all your
money. Easy money start writing novels on your computer. Write narrative novels because they take the least time. They will not bring you too many simons. When you write, your skills will go ahead automatically. If your skill is high enough, you'll be able to write more Types/styles. Most money can be made from romance novels. Once you finish a book you
will get royalty for six weeks. With writing skills, you can create about 40,000 symolines every week, which is more than 34,800 symolins that you can get by buying all neighborhood businesses, and less time to get. In three game weeks you should have very high speed writing, 9 or 10 novels as best sellers and 100,000 simolian. $40 from Dai's laptop. When
you get 2 kids a babysitter to see your kids. And when he's babysitting he'll pull out his laptop. Right before he puts his laptop on the table. Go to make and buy and go to the laptop and sell it. You'll get $4000. He will do it at least twice while babysitting. Invite a friend at easy $4000 (not aquance) and wait for the cloud bubble to show a laptop and when they
pull it out and set it on the table, buy and build the mode, highlight the laptop and then go into selling it. You do it before they sit down and play with it or whatever they do. The game press cheats on the pause menu at the same time during RB, LB, RT, LT and it will ask you to enable cheats. Disable aging instead of using cheat codes to toggle aging on and
aging off like The Sims 2, you can de-activate age in game options under options. When you uncheck the box next to aging, your Sims won't be big anymore. You can also slow down aging in this menu by setting a lifetime bar. It can be set from 25 days to 960 days. After setting up fraud more cheats (press start then LB+ LT + RB + RT) hold LT and select
mailbox. There should be a menu of cheating if done correctly. (I don't know if you've tried cheats or not if that's active.. Cheats Videos We don't have any unlockable for The Sims 3 yet. If you have an unlockable, please submit them. We have no Easter eggs yet for The Sims 3. If you have an unlockable, please submit them. We don't have any glitch for The
Sims 3 yet. If you have an unlockable, please submit them. Them.
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